
Cautions:
1. Please look for the iENYRID brandwhen purchasing 5. Do not use a high-pressure water gun to wash the

electric scooter, so as to avoid short circuit of the

User Manual
Note: Please read the user manual before use

2. If you encounter damage or loss during transportation
please contact customer service within 7 days.

3. iENYRID is not responsible for the loss caused by
improper personal operation or unauthorized
modification as required.

4. After-sales maintenance is required, please strictly
abide by the warranty regulations, fill in the warranty
card, and send it back to our maintenancewarehouse
together with the product.

internal circuit.

6. Before traveling, you should check whether the tire
pressure is sufficient.

7. Obey traffic rules and drive civilized.

8. E-mail:support@ienyrid.com
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4. Functional diagram
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5. Safety instructions

When encountering deceleration belts, potholes and other unusual roads
Do not pass at high speed. Bendyour knees slightly to better adapt
The above complex pavement.

It is forbidden for more than one person to drive an electric scooter
at the sametime or with children.

Do not accelerate when going downhill, and brake in time to slow down
when you encounter a steep slope, you need to get out of the car and
push through. Do not ride at risk.

If you encounter a steep slope when going uphill, do not speed up
get off and push through, and do not ride at risk.

Tool Kit Charger

Please carefully check whether the items in the packing box are complete and intact
If there is any problem such as missing or damaged, please contact online customer service



2. Product assembly

1. Open the carton and take out the product 2. Straighten the frame and fixthe buckle

3. Learn to drive

1. Pleasewear head thieves, elbow pads and knee pads.
Please read this manual carefully before use.

3. Turn the knob to open the accelerator and start riding
Slow down by releasing the throttle

5. Triple lighting system, move the red button up and down
Three lighting modes can be adjusted

2. Start up and test
LCD Meter and power status

4. Gently hold the brake handle to slow down,
Hold the brake handle tightly for emergency braking

6. L and H two gear speeds, yellow button for left and right adjustment,
Green button switch horn

(( MADE IN CHINA

3. Adjust the appropriate height
Fixing buckle

4. Vertical base pipe fixing buckle

5. Install the seat bag and fix the folding buckle 6. Start with key
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